
Q1. If a rrair X exisrs in 10% of a popularion of an asexually reproducing species and rrair Y exisrs in 60% of rhe same popularion, which rrair would have come 

earlier? 

Ans. As the species is asexually reproducing, only minor differences will be generated due to minute inaccuracies during DNA copying Thus, trait Y would have arisen 

earlier than trait X because trait Y is in 60% of the population and trait X is in 10% of the population. 

Q2. How does rhe crearion of variarion in species enhance suNival? 

Ans. Natural selection selects the individuals with the aptest variations for their survival in the prevailing environmental conditions. Variant individuals that can adapt to the 

prevailing environmental conditions better have greater chances of surviving and producing offsprings. 

Q3. How was Mendel's experimenr successful in showing rhar rrairs could be dominanr or recessive? 

Ans. In his experiment, Mendel took tall and short pea plants. On cross-pollination, he got all tall plants for the F1 generation. Showing when tall and short genes combine, 

the tall always expresses itself (ie tall is dominant). Then he self-pollinated the F1 generation, from which he got tall and short plants in the ratio of 3:1, showing that the 

short gene is only expressed when short genes combine. Thus, he concluded that 'tall' traits were dominant while the 'short' traits were recessive. 

Q4. How do Mendel's experimems show rhar rrairs are inherired independemly? 

Ans. A dihybrid cross was done by Mendel, from where he observed that when two pairs of traits were crossed, each trait expressed itself independently of the other. Thus, 

allowing Mendel to show that traits were independently inherited. 

Q5. A blood group O woman and a blood group A man produce a child wirh blood group 0. Can u rel/ from rhis informarion alone, which of rhe blood group, A or 

0 is dominam? 

Ans. This information alone is not sufficient to tell us which of the blood group is dominantThis is because we do not know of all the progency and blood group A can be 

genotypically AA or AO. 

Q6.How is rhe sex of a human child derermined during fenilizarion? 

Ans. A female carries two X chromosomes and produces gametes (eggs) with the same type of chromosomes (22+ X). Males have X and Y chromosomes, half of their 

sperms carry X chromosomes(22+X) and half of their sperm carry Y chromosomes (22+Y) Now, if a sperm with Y chromosome fertilizes an egg, the zygote develops into 

male(XY condition). Or, if a sperm with X chromosome fertilizes an egg, the zygote develops into a female (XX condition). 

Q7.Name rhe various ways in which individuals wirh panicular rrair grow in a population. 

Ans. Natural selection, genetic drifl(isolation) and natural selection 

QB_ Why are acquired rrairs nor inherired? 

Ans. Since acquired traits cannot change the genes of the gametes, they cannot be passed on to the next generation. 

Q9. Why is rhe dwindling number of riger popularion a reason ro worry, sheerly from a generics perspecrive? 

Ans. 

(i) Smaller numbers lead to lesser recombination and thus, lesser variation. They are both very important for better survival chances of a species. 

(ii)lf a calamity kills off the existing tigers, their genes will be lost forever. 

Q10. Whal facrors could lead ro rhe rise of a new species? 

Ans. Factors responsible for the rise of a new species are: 

(i) Genetic variation 

(ii) Natural selection 

(iii) Genetic drift 

(iv)Geographical isolation 
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